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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Overview
Post-Occupancy Evaluation (POE) encompasses the collections of information about the facilities’ technical performance; functionality, operational processes, and examines buildings as they are actually used by the various stakeholders. This information can be then compared to the original design intentions to determine the extent to which these goals were met, based on the users’ evaluation of how effectively the building works. POE can therefore help the Ministry of Education (MoE) to collect and use timely, relevant, and well-disseminated evaluation information to impact the design of future facilities.

There are various levels of POE, ranging from a very high level review to a detailed diagnostic study. There is a widely accepted POE process model that sets three levels of POE that can be undertaken, i.e. indicative, investigate, and diagnostic:

Indicative
Indicative post-occupancy evaluations provide information on significant successes and problems and can be as simple as a walk-through evaluation. Selected interviews can also be included as part of the walk-through, or separately. Generally, indicative post-occupancy evaluations involve simple surveys of occupants to establish their views on the physical project outcome, and in some cases, the project process.

Investigative
Investigative post-occupancy evaluations are more detailed and require formal data collection techniques. These interviews need to be structured and unambiguous. More time and resources are required for this type of review than for an indicative review. Questionnaires (standard or customised) can be used to survey the occupants. Structured interviews and recording of responses can also be included for analysis. Together with responses to questionnaires. Investigative post-occupancy evaluations can be used for detailed evaluation of both the physical project outcome and the project process.

Diagnostic
A diagnostic POE is more detailed than both of the previous types. These reviews are comprehensive and generally initiated for large-scale project reviews, or when serious problems have developed, or when the review is part of a rigorous research project. A diagnostic POE requires expert advice and management. The scope of these types of post-occupancy evaluations can be designed to encompass all aspects of projects according to needs.

The following POE report is based on indicative and some investigative processes and techniques. Further diagnostic evaluations may be required to understand the findings in greater detail and context.

POE Team
The assessment for this evaluation was carried out by a team composed of professional architects; education designers, project managers, and construction experts.
2.0 **POE METHODOLOGY**

The POE was comprised of indicative and investigative techniques carried out by the POE team. The process of the design/delivery of the project along with the overall facility was evaluated, with more indicative focus given on the learning environments. Multiple methods of data collection were used such as:

- Architectural documentation
- Full project walk-through evaluation
- Benchmark data compiled
- Staff and individuals surveyed
- Interviews with key stakeholders i.e EBOT, BoT, Principal and leadership teams involved in the design phases of the project
- Students, parents and families were not interviewed

*The POE process started with an introduction meeting held with the school to discuss the process and the requirements from the school during the POE.*

*There were four key stages in the evaluation:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE 1</th>
<th>STAGE 2</th>
<th>STAGE 3</th>
<th>STAGE 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribute Surveys</td>
<td>Site Analysis / Interviews</td>
<td>Prepare and Issue Draft Report</td>
<td>Final Report Issued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project was evaluated under 10 categories to gain a holistic view of the project:

- Identity / Context
- Site Plan
- School Grounds
- Organisation
- Buildings
- Interiors
- Energy and Services Strategies
- Feeling Safe
- Long Life, Loose Fit
- Successful Whole

The evaluation team asked standardised questions about the facility during the on-site investigations along with specific surveys for the users. The data from these strategies form the basis of the evaluation. We have standardised the questions, metrics and on-site analysis with the view to form better comparable cross-project data, and be able to draw more accurate conclusions overall.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Golden Sands School

The evaluation team deemed the learning environment of Golden Sands School to be effective and believed that the adopted improvements between Stage One and Stage Two were positive. The facilities reflect sound design principles based on the BoT visions and the MLE guidelines. The new facilities were light, spacious, safe and secure. However, the evaluation team revealed a number of shortcomings that, if addressed, could improve certain areas of the school. Furthermore, this POE process aims to highlight the lessons that could be learned from these shortcomings, in order to benefit future school developments.

Below are our recommendations to improve the design and in-use performance of the new Golden Sands School buildings:

1. Occupants of the central collaborative space in Stage One expressed that the acoustics were poor. The evaluation team recommends that an acoustic engineer undertake diagnostic testing under normal working conditions to provide a better understanding of this issue. In the least, additional pin-board panels should be installed.

2. The internal sliding door tracks, which divide the Stage One studio spaces from the withdrawal and collaboration spaces, frequently misalign. These doors were designed to slide together to meet in the corner, however more robust commercial tracks and/or hardware are required. It is recommended that the internal sliding doors are reviewed by a specialist in detail so that robust recommendations and guidelines can be provided.

3. It is recommended that all external doors which swing 180 degrees should be removed and replaced with robust single hinged commercial doors with appropriate closing mechanisms, thresholds and hardware.

4. It was noted in the interview that the school was “frustrated with the Greenstar process”. The school felt that they were not completely informed of the limitations and restrictions of the Greenstar rating scheme during the design and operational stages of the project. The scheme was described as being “too rigid” and they believed that “points that they gained should have been fully explained to school”.

5. The Principal had not been appointed during the formative stages of the design process. Stage One would have benefitted from having a Principal to support the EBoT to ensure that the school’s educational vision was been better aligned from the outset. Further strategies should be explored to help better integrate and align the pedagogy of each individual school within its design.

6. Development of a systematic handover and aftercare programme is recommended to help schools ease into their new facilities so they have a better understanding of its operational and day-to-day needs. A sound benchmark to help with the development of this strategy is the “Soft Landings Framework - CABE UK”. This framework provides a step-by-step process, which could be customised and made relevant to new schools built in New Zealand. (https://www.bsria.co.uk/services/design/soft-landings)
4.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW

Golden Sands is a new primary school designed and built in Papamoa, in the Bay of Plenty. It is located within 600 metres of the ocean within a modern residential subdivision which is generally flat. The school has been designed and constructed in two stages. Due to ongoing growth, stage three has just been approved. Once the third stage has been completed, the school will have capacity for up to 600 students.

Benchmark Data

School profile number: 6070
Type: Full Co-ed Primary
Location: 26 Golden Sands Drive, Papamoa Beach, Papamoa 3118
Site Area: 3.3500 ha
Total GFA: 2296m$^2$
Staff Numbers: 27
Student Numbers: 385
Environmental Rating Credentials: Greenstar 5 (pending)
In-use Performance: 62/kWh/m$^2$/annum (Stage One and Two combined)
Decile: 5

Stage One

Facility Opened: 2011
Gross Floor Area: 1,511m$^2$ (includes 10 teaching spaces)
Capacity: 200
Project Cost: $3,652,322.00 (2008/9)

Project Team

Master Planning: Ignite Architects Ltd
Architect: Ignite Architects Ltd
Structural Engineer: Not known
Services Engineer: Aurecon Ltd
Project Manager: Greenstone Group
Contractor: Marra Construction (GMP contract)

Stage Two

Facility Opened: 2013
Gross Floor Area: 785m$^2$ (includes 8 teaching spaces)
Capacity: 220-250 (School total 420-450)
Project Cost: $2,573,193.82 (2013)

Project Team

Architect: Jasmax Architects Ltd
Structural Engineer: BCD Group Ltd
Services Engineer: Innerscape Ltd
Project Manager: RDC Pacific Ltd
Contractor: Arrow International (GMP contract)
4.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project Timeline

**Stage One**

- **November 2009**
  - Design Commenced

- **February 2010**
  - Contractor Appointed
    - (Design and Build)

- **February 2011**
  - New School Facilities
    - Completed

* No project programme available

**Stage Two**

- **January 2013**
  - Contractor Appointed
    - (Design and Build)
  - Design commences

- **June 2013**
  - Construction
    - Comenced

- **November 2013**
  - New School Facilities
    - Completed

Master Plan

[Diagram of the Master Plan with labels and annotations]

Area Schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Existing Fencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Refer to sheets 1201 &amp; 1202 for building grid setouts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Project Overview**

**Stage One**

- Design Commenced: November 2009
- Contractor Appointed: February 2010
- New School Facilities Completed: February 2011

**Stage Two**

- Contractor Appointed: January 2013
- Construction Comenced: June 2013
- New School Facilities Completed: November 2013

* No project programme available
4.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW

Learning Environment Floor Plan

Stage One - Learning Centre (Pod)

Stage One - Multi-purpose Hall
4.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW

**Learning Environment Floor Plan**

Stage One - Library

**Learning Environment Diagram - Stage One** (No documentation available for Stage Two)
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Introduction to Findings

Staff participation for this report was 63% with 17 out of 27 staff completing the survey. Surveys were issued on April 3, 2015. The staff interviews and on-site evaluation were carried out on May 1, 2015. The site visit was performed on a clear, sunny day with light winds and the school was operating under normal conditions. The school’s new facilities were evaluated during one site visit over a four hour period.

Demographic Profile

Of the 17 personnel surveyed, 60% were teaching staff, and 40% were either team leaders or in management roles (see graph Q1 below). All of the respondents were full-time staff. 60% stated that they were answering the questions based on Stage One, and 35% stated that they were answering the questions based on Stage Two. 77% stated that they spent 8 hours or more in the facilities each working day, while 23% spent 6-7 hours in the facility each working day. Respondents stated that their time was spread across a wide range of spaces during the working week. 96% spent up to 5 hours each week in the office; learning environment, withdrawal spaces, library, technology spaces and sports facilities while 76% spent more than 26 hours each week in the learning environment, with 36% spending more than 35 hours.

Q.1 Which of the following best describes your current position within the school?
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

5.1 Identity / Context

The school’s motto (Te Rito o te Harakeke) reflects the history of the land on which the school has been built. Its logo is also representative of the local whenua. Relationships have been established with Nga Potiki iwi through consultation with kia and kaumātua. Three trustees are parents of Māori students and provide useful links with whānau and iwi.*

The school stands on what was a Greenfield site, situated on Golden Sands Road, Papamoa. The Master Plan developed the school in two stages, and are referred to as ‘Stage One’ and ‘Stage Two’. Two different project teams were used for each stage. Stage One consisted of a new car park; arrival area, administration building, multi-purpose hall, library and three new learning centres. Stage Two consisted of a car park extension and a new learning centre.

The entrance to the administration building is well defined and is inviting to the community. The clear and well laid out car park, offering safe pick-up and drop-off areas, were stated by the school as being ‘a positive attribute’. No bus facilities operate at the school. A clear hard and soft landscaping design supports the overall entrance.

The school buildings are visible to the street and are, in general, of a residential scale, which is appropriate to its suburban, residential context. Stage Two is visible from the arrival car park, and glimpses of learning can be seen which is a positive attribute. The Stage One learning centres are positioned behind the administration building and the multi-purpose hall. The cladding and the exterior colour scheme are both welcoming and sympathetic to their surrounds.

The bike stands were well utilised at the school, however it was stated during the interviews that due to its design it made securing bikes to the stands difficult. Due to roll growth additional bike stands are required, however extending the current bike stands in this location would not possible as the area is constrained by the adjacent service and emergency corridor.

* (Paragraph captured from ERO 2013)
The appointed architect developed the new Master Plan for the school during the first design phase of Stage One.

As the Principal was not established prior to the design stage commencing it had limited strategic input from the outset. If the Principal was involved earlier in the design of Stage One it would have enabled them to better align their educational vision with the built environment. The project was developed in accordance with the NZGBC Greenstar rating scheme.

The Master Plan was designed to foster a sense of place within the school. The Stage One learning centres were positioned to frame and create a clear outdoor social and learning area in the centre of the learning environment. The Stage Two learning centre is positioned near the front of the school between the car park and the hard-court.

The Master Plan, in general, created legible circulation patterns, with all-weather cover provided to the learning centres (in most instances). These covered ways are multi-functional and are well utilised for outdoor learning, assembly and performance gatherings. The school had invested in a number of shade-sail structures which are both well positioned and functional.

The placement of the multi-purpose hall is well positioned at the front of the school, next to the main entrance and car park, for ease of community access. The hard-court is positioned away from the arrival area, however, it is visible from an adjacent street. The school playground area is situated in the field next to the hard-court and it is well located for all ages to enjoy.

The external circulation routes are clear with canopies provided (in most areas) to protect students. Stage One is connected with external canopies which follow the irregular building placement. It was stated in the interviews that the “canopies do not extent over some of the toilet areas in Stage One and the students are affected by rain at certain times of the year”.

The Master Plan does not appear to have created a separate service entry for the removal of refuse and storage of maintenance equipment. The caretaker’s shed, which was built in Stage One, is positioned in the middle of the school. The evaluation team suggests that the caretaker’s buildings and maintenance equipment should be positioned away from learning centres and main student circulation paths.
5.3 School Grounds

The relationship between the school grounds and buildings is generally positive. The school presents a well designed landscaping scheme which works with the topography of the site to create a sense of place. The hard-landscaping in Stage One utilises a variety of colours and shapes to good effect. Stage Two is more limited in its landscaping design and implementation.

Outdoor spaces have been designed in conjunction with the buildings. Stage One provides an effective outdoor learning area at the centre of learning centres. Stage Two provides small outdoor learning areas or ‘courtyards’ connected to the studios which are fenced and can only be accessed from inside the learning studios. This is appropriate given their proximity to the car park and main road.

The school has invested in a number of shade sails to support its sun-safe directives. These are well positioned, effective and enjoyed by students for a variety of uses. The social spaces and play areas were well defined as a whole.

Of those surveyed, 69% stated that the entrance to the school from the street was ‘very accessible’. 69% stated that the hard-landscaping and canopies around the school were also ‘very accessible’. 85% stated that the vertical circulation around the school were also ‘very accessible’ (see graph Q15 below).

All survey respondents stated that the internal and external finishes were either ‘generally safe’ or ‘very safe’ for all of its occupants (see graph Q16 below).

It was stated during the interviews that the school had experienced surface water ponding issues where Stage Two currently sits. This caused a health hazard for the students when the school first opened. It was stated in the interviews that the Greenstar rating did not allow any fill to be removed from the site, which added considerable complications.
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

5.4 Organisation

The spatial organisation of the learning environment varies between Stage One and Stage Two. Stage One consists of a series of separate learning centres (buildings). Each learning centre, in most instances, consists of four learning studios and a central multi-purpose space. In this central space there is access to a wet area and two withdrawal rooms. The learning centres (called pods in this project) were positioned in a semi-circle arrangement around a circulation route and outdoor learning area. There are clear links between the indoor and outdoor spaces with good transparency provided.

It was stated in the surveys that the withdrawal spaces were used for teacher work areas and resource storage overflow. Survey responses stated that the “storage space in the studios are limited”, and that “the storage provided is difficult to manage because it is covered by a sliding white-board and projection screen”. During the evaluation, the central space was used to gather all of the students from the four classes for a combined teaching lesson which was seen by the evaluation team as a positive use of the space.

The Stage Two learning centres, which are located under one roof in singular building, are positioned along a lineal axis. Stage Two consists of open studios, specialist teaching spaces, and a good variety of withdrawal spaces distributed throughout the learning environment.
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

5.4 Organisation (continued)

Of those surveyed, 54% stated that they had ‘good access’ to a variety of quality internal and external learning spaces to facilitate their pedagogy. 31% stated that they only had ‘quite good access’ and 15% stated they had ‘excellent access’ (see graph Q8 below).

Library

The library’s central location is easily accessible for students and staff. The building is a unique design in relation to the other buildings on-site. During the interviews it was stated that the library was used to store (Lundia system) the majority of the teaching resource, and due to the school’s roll growth the library was being used for various purposes.

The shape of the library walls and roof are unconventional. During the interviews it was stated that the library and the multi-purpose hall buildings were not easy to adapt. The library’s large expanses of glass and high ceilings make it difficult for the school to maintain, service and install new equipment. It was stated during the interviews they “had to hire a mobile-lift to install new AV equipment”.

Stage One was completed in 2011 and has currently been occupied by the school for 4.5 years. The below list, which was provided by the school, outlines a summary of the lessons learned from Stage One which were to be corrected in Stage Two;

- Toilet numbers too low
- Windy site
- Acoustics – noisy
- Access – 20mm door threshold too high
- Wet areas – good
- Too many sliding doors and expensive to build
- Pin-board space – more preferred
- Cost of heating – under floor heating is expensive to operate
- Presentation zones required
- Bag storage is needed
- Design/construction issues (not to be repeated)

Q.8 In your opinion, do you feel you have good access to a variety of quality internal and external learning spaces to facilitate your pedagogy?
Main Learning Centres

Stage One encompasses a variety of buildings including the administration facilities; library, multi-purpose hall and main learning environments which establish the main site of the school. The Stage Two building is more simple and rectilinear in form than the Stage One buildings which do not, in general, have parallel opposing walls or 90° corners.

The Stage One and Two learning centres have been built using concrete and timber frame construction. The base of the external walls are concrete with a plastered exterior finish, and the remaining exterior walls are clad with vertical weatherboards. This strategy provides a robust surface at ground level. The roofs are constructed with lightweight metal cladding. Rainwater from the roof is collected for reuse in a grey water system.

During the interviews it was stated that the school was experiencing building maintenance issues. Staff stated that the internal and external doors required considerable attention to ensure that they functioned properly. In general, the buildings were all in good condition. The evaluation team noted that the steel work which supports the library was exposed to the outside environment. Due to the building’s proximity to the coast, there was evidence of the steel work coating starting to degrade. The library building’s hidden gutters (on the outside of the building envelope) will require regular monitoring by the school. It is recommended that these are replaced with external gutters. The other buildings show no obvious indications that they will require prolonged maintenance, and they should offer a long service life.

The Stage One and Stage Two buildings have extensive canopies which protect and shelter its occupants. However, the Stage One and Two buildings are not linked together by canopies, due to a fire service corridor which is positioned between the learning environments.

Toilet Blocks

The toilets in both Stage One and Two are externally accessed. Of those surveyed, 53% stated that the toilets were either ‘conveniently located’ or ‘very conveniently located’ for students in all weather conditions. 38% stated that the toilets were ‘quite conveniently located’ and 8% stated they were ‘not conveniently located’ (see graph Q12). Survey respondents stated that “some of the Stage One toilet entrances are not protected overhead and students get wet when it rains”.

Q.12 Are the toilets in the school conveniently located for students in all weather conditions?
Storage

Of those surveyed, 38% stated there was ‘not sufficient’ storage within the learning centres for resources or teaching equipment. 23% stated that there was ‘quite sufficient’ storage and 31% stated that there was ‘sufficient’ storage for their teaching equipment and resources (see graph Q32 below). Staff mostly commented on the storage units situated at the front of each learning studio in Stage One. The teaching staff commented that it was difficult for students to access their equipment as they were located in the same unit as the teacher resources. Each unit has sliding white-board panel doors to access resources inside it. The units are designed to be projected onto. The staff stated that these aspects can be challenging to manage at times and that a wider variety of storage options distributed around the studios would be preferred.

The majority of the physical teaching resources are housed in the Lundia system in the library. From discussions with staff during the interviews, it was stated that the school’s leadership team had a clear strategy on resource storage and that the current set up was working well for them, however the evaluation team deemed that the storage facilities were undersized to accommodate roll growth.

Internal and External Doors

During the interviews it was stated that the interior sliding doors were too heavy for the junior users and that the bottom guides continually required realignment and ongoing management by the school. Stage One had a number of external doors that were too heavy for the students to operate safely. Staff stated that the doors which swing 180° are of most concern as the wind can blow them open and it can make the learning environment uncomfortable. Due to these issues, the doors in Stage Two were made smaller and lighter. However, during the interviews it was stated that these doors were “too lightweight” for their purpose and that they “derailed” frequently. It was evident during the evaluation that the school had made attempts to improve the performance of the internal sliding doors by installing additional guides, however, this will be an ongoing maintenance issue for the school. Consideration should be given to this by future design teams.
5.6 Interiors

Learning Environment

Of those surveyed, 92% stated that they were either ‘quite satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with the overall quality of their learning environment. 61% stated that they were either ‘satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with the internal layout of their learning environment. 39% stated that were either ‘quite satisfied’ or ‘neutral’ in their perception, with 8% ‘not satisfied’ with the layout of their learning environment. Staff commented that the Stage One studios were perceived by staff as “individual classrooms” and the two small withdrawal spaces were insufficient for four studios to share (see graph Q7 below).

84% were either ‘quite satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with overall quality of the library space. 8% were ‘quite dissatisfied’ with the technology spaces, the withdrawal spaces and the sports facilities. Respondents commented that the teachers do not have a dedicated space to complete their professional work within the learning environments.

Sports Facilities

During the on-site evaluation, it was evident that there was a lack of storage in the multi-purpose hall for equipment, as the toilets were used for storage overflow. It was commented in the survey that “there is insufficient storage for sports equipment in the multi-purpose hall”.

During the interviews it was stated that “the multi-purpose hall is no longer large enough to support the growth in students numbers”. The stated that they had school sought design advice on ways to extend the building however, they were told that the hall building could not be cost-effectively extended due to its unconventional shape, and that the area surrounding the building was restrictive. The evaluation team recommends that the growth of primary school facilities are better planned for in the design phase, especially with new and staged schools such as this one.

The evaluation team noted that the materials used on the hall’s ceiling were not as robust as they could be, and unprotected services hung from the ceiling. This will require on-going maintenance from the school. The evaluation team recommends a more robust specification of materials and protection for the ceiling fittings in these types of situations.
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

5.6 Interiors (continued)

Ventilation

Both Stage One and Stage Two buildings employ a natural ventilation strategy with the assistance of electric ceiling fans. This is in-line with the Greenstar principles.

The Stage One learning centre has a wider footprint than Stage Two and is designed as a cluster of rooms. There are two or more rooms positioned next to each other, which will minimise the effectiveness of cross-ventilation strategies. To assist with airflow between the rooms, air grills between the collaboration space and the studio spaces were positioned at a high level. 46% of those surveyed stated that the air in the learning environment during winter was either ‘quite stale’ or ‘very stale’ (see graph Q18).

The building of the Stage Two learning environment is narrower, with external doors and windows on both sides of the space, which is a more effective cross-ventilation strategy.

46% of those surveyed stated that the air quality for the students learning in their learning area was ‘sufficient’. 46% stated that it was ‘quite sufficient’ and 8% stated that it was ‘not sufficient’. Staff stated that “the learning environments are stuffy in the winter”. In addition, it was stated that the spaces are also “stuffy in summer” (see graph Q17).

During the interviews it was stated that due to the coastal location of the school it was subjected to considerable wind in summer which, at times, meant that windows could not be used for cooling as the wind was disruptive to the learning environment. As this is a unique site-specific observation, further investigation is required in order to provide technical feedback and recommendations. No mechanical documentation was available, therefore observation was used to understand how ventilation was provided.

The windows are manually opened and closed, assisted by an electric window winder system. Of those surveyed, 46% stated that they had ‘good control’ of the ventilation in their spaces throughout the seasons (see graph Q19).
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

5.6 Interiors (continued)

Internal Temperature / Heating

The internal heating is controlled by an under-floor hydronic system which is heated by electric heat-pumps. The split units are externally located at ground level in both Stage One and Two. As the heating system is controlled by the caretaker, 61% stated that they had ‘little control’ of the heating in their space (see graph Q23 below). However, 91% of those surveyed stated that the internal temperature of the learning areas were ‘generally sufficient’ or ‘quite sufficient’ (see graph Q20 below). It was stated during the interviews that the internal temperature during winter was generally well heated which was confirmed in the surveys with 78% stating that their learning environment was ‘comfortable’ (see graph Q21 below).

Internal Temperature / Cooling

63% of those surveyed stated that the learning environments in summer are either ‘quite warm’ or ‘too warm’ (see graph Q22 below). Staff stated that “the Stage One building gets too hot in summer” and “the ceiling fans do not provide sufficient cooling”. When using a natural ventilation strategy for cooling, in comparison to mechanical systems, it will generally result in wider internal temperature deltas. The OPEX and CAPEX benefits for natural ventilation over mechanical is evident. However the in-use practicalities of these systems need further in-use investigation before the evaluation team can provide any recommendations or guidelines. There are also geographical and building design influences which can effect each strategy.
5.0 ANÁLISIS Y HALLAZGOS

5.6 Interiors (continued)

Ambiente Acústico

Los acústicos de ambos niveles se controlaron con una mezcla de azulejos colgados, paneles de tablero en las paredes internas (Autex o similar), y azulejos de alfombra. Las puertas de vidrio transparente en el entorno de aprendizaje del Nivel 1 pueden cerrarse para aislar los estudios de aprendizaje o espacios de retirada cuando sea necesario. El entorno de aprendizaje del Nivel 2 tiene una área más “abierta” y más espacios de retirada que el Nivel 1.

El espacio central de colaboración del Nivel 1 fue identificado durante las entrevistas como “ruidoso”. Las respuestas de los encuestados también indicaron que “los acústicos del espacio central de colaboración del Nivel 1 eran inadecuados”. El equipo de evaluación notó que el espacio tenía techos altos (más de 3 metros) y superficies de vidrio en tres lados, lo que limitaba la cantidad de paneles acústicos de pared. También fue evidente durante la evaluación que las puertas eran demasiado pesadas para moverlas para los estudiantes con ruedas, experimentando desgaste y daño. Se recomienda una investigación adicional de este espacio.

Cuando los encuestados fueron preguntados si ellos, o los estudiantes, se interrumpieron por ruidos externos al edificio, 42% lo mencionaron como el ruido de cortinas. 33% mencionaron que se interrumpieron por los ruidos de otras salas de aprendizaje (véase gráfico Q26 en la página siguiente).

Cuando los encuestados fueron preguntados si experimentaron cualquier otra fuente de ruido o distracciones inusuales en su espacio, 83% no pudieron pensar en ninguna, con solo 8% mencionando “ventilación” y 8% mencionando “equipamiento” (véase gráfico Q27 en la página siguiente).

El área de administración del Nivel 1 fue identificada durante las entrevistas como “acústica pobre”. El equipo de evaluación notó que las paredes y techos generalmente eran de pladur que no ayudan a reducir la reverberación. La escuela instaló paneles acústicos en el área para mejorar la calidad del sonido. Se recomienda una investigación adicional de este espacio.

El entorno de los estudios del Nivel 2 es más informal en su disposición, dispuesta a lo largo de un eje lineal con espacios de retirada distribuidos a lo largo del eje. El equipo de evaluación notó que había limitados paneles de tablero en la pared de cada estudio. Se evaluaron ambos niveles en un día normal con un entorno de aprendizaje alrededor del 80-90% de su capacidad.
Acoustic Environment (continued)

Of those surveyed, 62% described the acoustic environment in the learning environments as ‘comfortable’. 23% described the spaces as ‘irritating’. Staff commented that “teachers and/or student groups can easily disrupt other groups when more than one class is using the main studio space at once” (see graph Q24 below). When staff were asked to rate the acoustic environment of their classroom, 62% stated that it was ‘acceptable’ and 31% stated that it was ‘good’ or ‘very good’ (see graph Q25 below).

Stage One studio space with the doors open to the collaboration space.
Artificial Lighting
Surface-mounted ceiling lights provided artificial lighting in the learning environments which appeared to be well distributed and effective at the time of our evaluation. Of those surveyed, 77% stated that the artificial lighting levels were ‘sufficient’ or ‘quite sufficient’ to perform their professional role (see graph Q29 below).

Natural Daylighting
The Stage One buildings, in general, have standard eave overhangs. As the Master Plan has positioned the new learning centres in a ‘semi-circle’, each learning centre faces a different way in relation to north, therefore, users experience different natural light levels in the studios and withdrawal spaces. The evaluation team observed that some of the north and west facing studios had insufficient solar protection. The school had installed internal blinds in some spaces to help prevent over-heating. It is recommended that external shading devices are installed to help manage the most affected areas.

Daylighting is well controlled in Stage Two with a wide 3-4m eave on the north and northwest facing facades. The south and southeast sides of the building feature areas of full height glazing in the studios which provide, what appears to be, good quality natural light.

54% of those surveyed stated that the buildings either ‘effectively’ or ‘very effectively’ controlled the natural light. 38% stated that the buildings were only ‘quite effectively’ controlling the natural light, with 8% stating that they were ‘not effective’. Survey commentary stated that “the multi-purpose hall was difficult to use projection equipment in” due to “the high level windows and the general amount of glazing causing bright light to reflect on the projection screen” (see graph Q30 below).
5.6 Interiors (continued)

ICT

Stage One and Stage Two both provide sufficient power, data, and AV outlets, and are in-line with the MoE design compliance framework. 62% of those surveyed stated that the ICT is effectively positioned for teaching and learning. The school has SNUP technology and appears to be utilising its investment in devices and digital resources well. Stage Two has a room in the centre of the learning environment which is well equipped with AV and TV technology.

During the interviews staff stated that the project team had planned for and had installed a satellite dish, however, due to its complex system (of which was not understood by the school), is not being fully utilised. The equipment was a significant investment for the school and it now appears that this technology may be obsolete. While advancements in ICT are important, further research could have been undertaken in this case. Further investigation is recommended to understand this situation in detail before recommendations can be made.

During the interviews staff stated that the ICT strategy for the school was not effectively translated to them during the design stages. Due to the specialised knowledge involved with the ICT it was difficult for staff to understand what technology they were going to get and how to manage it on a day-to-day basis. Consultants are generally not engaged post-construction to provide hand-over or aftercare services. These areas were managed by the school, however, it was stated that they felt it was outside of their capabilities.

To help future schools understand and benefit from their new equipment, it is recommended a robust hand-over strategy is implemented.

Q.31 In your opinion, are the available power and data outlets, technology and audio visual devices positioned effectively for teaching and learning?
**5.0 ANÁLISIS Y ENCuentros**

**5.7 Estrategias de Energía y Servicios**

La escuela adoptó el sistema de clasificación Greenstar. La etapa uno obtuvo una calificación de 5 estrellas. La etapa dos, en el momento de la evaluación, aún estaba esperando su certificación oficial. Durante las entrevistas, el equipo de liderazgo de la escuela informó que el sistema de clasificación Greenstar no fue efectivamente comunicado a ellos. La escuela indicó que el sistema de clasificación Greenstar ha tenido un impacto restrictivo en sus futuros decisiones estratégicas. Esto ha sido resaltado por la necesidad de nuevas ampliaciones debido al rápido crecimiento de la escuela.

Un aspecto notable fue que la escuela no pudo (debido a las criterios de Greenstar) llevarse cualquier 'llenado' de terreno fuera del lugar, lo que se consideró muy problemático durante las fases de diseño y construcción.

It is important to note that one of the core objectives of this evaluation is to understand and define potential “lessons learned”. Therefore, the evaluation team recommends that further research of the Greenstar rating scheme (in this context) should be carried out to ensure that schools receive a better understanding of the design and build criteria along with the long term maintenance and day-to-day management required.

Due to the parameters of the POE process, the evaluation team has not reviewed the Greenstar rating scheme. Any comments stated above are those of the school.

**5.8 siente seguro**

La escuela ofrece vías de circulación bien diseñadas que son abiertas, anchas y permiten supervisión pasiva. Las fronteras de la escuela consisten en propiedades residenciales, un bien público, y vías que generalmente están bien cercadas. Las vías de la escuela están definidas con cercas de nivel bajo y plantas. Durante las entrevistas, se indicó que la escuela fue intencionalmente diseñada para ser un “centro abierto” para la comunidad. Se indicó que la escuela tenía una buena relación con la comunidad y no hubo delitos de vandálico de note. 85% de los encuestados indicaron que se sentían ‘muy seguros’ o ‘muy seguros’ en el terreno de la escuela. Ninguno de ellos indicaron que se sintieron ‘inseguros’. Se indicó durante las entrevistas que Golden Sands Road pronto conectará con un nuevo motorway que está actualmente en construcción que resultará en un considerable aumento en el tráfico de vehículos pasando la escuela. El equipo de evaluación recomienda que se realice una investigación adicional para entender el impacto que esto tendrá en la seguridad de los espacios de recogida y entrega de la escuela.

Las entornos internos son abiertos; transparentes, y bien organizados para que los maestros puedan fácilmente supervisar espacios. No se reportaron incidentes significativos de acoso por ninguna de las encuestadas.
5.0 ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

5.9 Long Life, Loose Fit

The school has been operating in Stage One for approximately four and a half years, and Stage Two for one and a half years at the time of this evaluation. The learning studios have adaptable furniture and are modified by the users to suit their needs.

The steady growth of the school has exposed a number of buildings which were not able to be cost-effectively extended or re-purposed. The positioning of the multi-purpose hall limits any chance of expanding it cost-effectively. Although the students enjoy the library building, its non-conventional shape will make it challenging to adapt for future uses. The Stage One learning environment will be challenging to extend or re-configure internally, due to the structural strategy and the irregular forms of the centres (pods). The administration building was stated as being “at capacity”, and the school was working through options to resolve this as the building was not easily adaptable.

A simpler building form has been applied to the Stage Two learning environment. The spaces are open and airy. The structure of Stage Two spans the width of the building, which effectively limits the amount of bracing or load bearing on internal walls, and allows the internal spaces of the building to be adapted (should the need occur). The ceilings of both Stage One and Two are generous in height and this is seen as a positive attribute. The Stage Two learning environments appear to be flexible in their use, and appear cost-effective to adapt.

The Master Plan does not appear to have allowed for significant roll growth as the hard-court and the two fields border the current learning environments which restrict additional building development. The school is currently in the early phases of planning the Stage Three learning centre, however, no documentation was available at the time of writing this report.

Construction documents for Stage Two were unavailable to verify our team’s observations therefore professional assumptions have been made.
5.0 Analysis and Findings

5.10 Successful Whole

The school facilities were pleasant, well maintained and working well as a whole. The school is managing well with the growth in student numbers. The design of Stage Two is a good example of an adaptable MLE. Stage One has created more challenges for the school as the roll has grown. During the interviews it was stated that “the students enjoyed the unique design of the library building, and the Stage Two MLE is a space they enjoyed being in”.

The evaluation team asked those surveyed if they had any final comments.

The most common responses were:
1. The “learning centres have limited teacher office space”
2. The “learning centres do not have enough display space”
3. The “gym and sports fields are small and difficult to use”

The evaluation team asked those surveyed what parts of the school they were most pleased with and what was most useful to them or the students.

The top five responses were:
1. The “indoor/outdoor access for teaching and learning”
2. The “shaded space to accommodate a variety of group activities”
3. The “well-distributed built-in seating” within the school grounds which “the students enjoy”
4. The Stage Two “break out rooms which are well sound-proofed from the studios”
5. The “opportunity to close off or open up teaching spaces” depending on the needs of the teachers and students.